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ABSTRACT:
The use of virtual acoustic environments has become a key element in psychoacoustic and audiologic research, as

loudspeaker-based reproduction offers many advantages over headphones. However, sound field synthesis methods

have mostly been evaluated numerically or perceptually in the center, yielding little insight into the achievable

accuracy of the reproduced sound field over a wider reproduction area with loudspeakers in a physical, laboratory-

standard reproduction setup. Deviations from the ideal free-field and point-source concepts, such as non-ideal fre-

quency response, non-omnidirectional directivity, acoustic reflections, and diffraction on the necessary hardware,

impact the generated sound field. We evaluate reproduction accuracy in a 61-loudspeaker setup, the Simulated Open

Field Environment, installed in an anechoic chamber. A first measurement following the ISO 8253-2:2009 standard

for free-field audiology shows that the required accuracy is reached with critical-band-wide noise. A second mea-

surement characterizes the sound pressure reproduced with the higher-order Ambisonics basic decoder, with and

without max rE weighting, vector base amplitude panning, and nearest loudspeaker mapping on a 187 cm� 187 cm

reproduction area. We show that the sweet-spot size observed in measured sound fields follows the rule kr � N=2

rather than kr � N but is still large enough to avoid compromising psychoacoustic experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual acoustic environments (VAEs) paired with

sound field synthesis (SFS) methods permit the controlled

auralization of a wide range of sound scenes in the free field

for hearing research and beyond, from single sources often

used in psychoacoustic and audiological testing to complex

environments with multiple static and moving sources

including reverberation (van de Par et al., 2022).

The loudspeaker-based sound reproduction allows for

seamless integration of participant movement and head rota-

tions with high fidelity, as it removes the need for measured

individualized head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) and

head tracking necessary for real-time headphone-based aur-

alization (Seeber et al., 2010). Headphone-free testing is

also useful for hearing research with young children

(Litovsky, 2005; McCartney, 2013) and for hearing aid or

cochlear implant users who cannot wear headphones

(Kerber and Seeber, 2013b). With free-field audiometry,

i.e., realizing audiometric measurements via loudspeakers in

the free field instead of with headphones, the benefit of hear-

ing aids can be measured directly on the listener (Shulberg,

1980). The requirements to carry out those measurements

are described in the ISO 8253-2:2009 (2009) standard.

The ability to position a sound source between two

loudspeakers permits the reproduction of moving stimuli,

i.e., dynamic auditory scenes, and increases the range of test

positions in localization experiments, both for static and

dynamic acoustic scenes (Kolotzek and Seeber, 2020), and

thus offers a more natural experience for the reproduction of

sound sources and their room reverberation (Seeber et al.,
2010). In normal hearing listeners, VAEs can be used to

study the effect of reflections on speech intelligibility

(Ahrens et al., 2019), on binaural unmasking (Bischof et al.,
2023), and on sound localization and the precedence effect

(Buchholz and Best, 2020; Seeber and Clapp, 2020). In

hearing impaired listeners, VAEs can be used to assess

speech intelligibility, sound localization, and the effects of

sound reflections (Kerber and Seeber, 2012, 2013a) or to

compare hearing aid algorithms in complex but controlled

and reproducible acoustic environments, as opposed to the

highly variable environments patients encounter in their

daily lives (Gomez, 2019; Hendrikse et al., 2022).

Beyond the acoustic advantages of loudspeaker-based

reproduction, allowing participants to move freely also leads

to ecological experimental designs to study human behavior

in natural conversations or social situations subject to differ-

ent acoustics (Hadley et al., 2019).

The auralization of rooms and buildings is often used in

architectural acoustics because it enables the back-to-back

comparison of the acoustics of different buildings, like con-

cert halls (Schroeder, 1973) or classrooms (Salanger et al.,
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2020; Pulella et al., 2021). That way, investigating the influ-

ence of acoustic measures on perceptual quantities via lis-

tening experiments becomes feasible. Coupled with acoustic

room simulations, VAEs can be used for virtual showcasing

and planning of future rooms and buildings, integrating per-

ceptual studies in the architectural design process

(Vorl€ander et al., 2015; Thery et al., 2019).

Sound fields reproduced with SFS methods were mostly

simulated and evaluated for simple sound scenes, such as

those generated by a plane wave or a point source, which is

why we also focus on this scenario. Simulated evaluations

of SFS are quite common and were carried out multiple

times by different research groups. For example, Daniel

(2003) worked on the distance coding of sources auralized

with higher-order Ambisonics (HOA) and introduced near-

field compensation filters (NFC-HOA), which he evaluated

for a single point source and a plane wave. Otani and

Shigetani (2019) simulated the reproduction accuracy of the

HOA max rE
1 and least norm decoders for a plane wave.

These numerical simulations aimed at determining the accu-

racy of the different sound field reproduction methods.

Other projects also ran simulations of existing or planned

loudspeaker setups to assess their performance (e.g., Favrot,

2010; Grandjean, 2021). However, the idealized conditions

of these simulations make it difficult to draw conclusions

concerning the accuracy of these methods in experimental

setups, where loudspeaker directivity, frequency response,

and reflections alter the reproduced sound field.

Grimm et al. (2015) investigated the suitability of

sound field reproduction methods for assessing hearing aid

algorithms. They used head-related impulse responses

(HRIRs) and heading aid microphone HRIRs measured with

an artificial head to simulate ear and microphone signals.

They compared the hearing aid beam patterns and signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) obtained with HOA, vector base ampli-

tude panning (VBAP), and nearest loudspeaker mapping

(NLS) for an increasing number of loudspeakers. All three

methods were deemed suitable to evaluate hearing aid per-

formance, but different algorithms and metrics required dif-

ferent optimal solutions.

Frank et al. (2008) and Stitt et al. (2013, 2014) studied

localization ability in the loudspeaker array center and for

off-center positions. Frank et al. (2008) found similar per-

formance for the HOA basic and HOA max rE methods in

the center and slightly better results for the HOA max rE

method at the off-center position. Stitt et al. (2013, 2014)

verified that increasing the order of the Ambisonics repro-

duction method improved localization.

However, the physical accuracy of SFS achieved in real

hardware setups has not been investigated much. It is

unclear how the theoretical limits of SFS translate to hard-

ware setups.

Issues such as loudspeaker frequency response, directiv-

ity, and sound reflections in the reproduction setup are usu-

ally not considered in simulations and in the formulas

deriving the driving functions for the SFS. Ahrens and Spors

(2009) presented an analytical derivation of SFS for

non-omnidirectional loudspeakers, which, however, does

not consider variations across loudspeakers. The high num-

ber of loudspeakers required for a sufficient spatial resolu-

tion and reproduction area size also introduces unwanted

reflections in otherwise anechoic environments, resulting in

deviations from numerical evaluations of a given reproduc-

tion setup. A similar problem applies to visual projection

systems: To free the participants from wearing head-

mounted displays, screens and projectors can be added to

the VAE, enabling less restraining visual display and open-

ing the door to allow multiple participants to interact within

the same VAE (Hl�adek and Seeber, 2023) but introducing

additional hardware that might compromise the acoustic

reproduction inside the VAE.

The authors only found three studies presenting mea-

sured SFS accuracy over a wider area, and only one of those

presented numerical results. Weißgerber (2019) assessed the

reproduction accuracy of a 128-channel wave-field synthesis

setup for clinical research on cochlear implant wearers.

They used a 30-channel microphone array to measure the

sound pressure resulting from the reproduction of a 500 Hz

tone from a focused virtual source inside the room.

However, that work did not contain any numerical assess-

ment of the measured sound pressure beyond a figure of the

measured sound field of a 500 Hz tone. Grandjean (2021)

evaluated a hybrid 2.5- and three-dimensional (2.5D and

3D) Ambisonics reproduction method in a 50-channel spher-

ical loudspeaker array with a 43.75 cm� 50 cm, 72-channel

microphone grid for a 2 kHz tone and used the measurement

data to extrapolate the recorded sound field to a 1 m� 1 m

grid. It is mentioned that errors in the loudspeaker position-

ing, microphone positioning, and test signal amplitude do

not allow for a quantitative study or acceptable reproduction

errors (Grandjean, 2021). Murillo et al. (2014) measured the

reproduction accuracy of fifth-order 3D HOA with the basic,

max rE, and in phase decoders for sine tones at 250 Hz,

1 kHz, and 2 kHz using a translating 29-channel linear

microphone array to cover a zone of about 1.4 m� 1.8 m in

a 40-channel spherical loudspeaker array and report sound

pressure amplitude, phase, and acoustic intensity direction

errors. They show sound pressure level (SPL) errors of up to

5 dB inside the theoretical sweet-spot according to the N ¼
krd e rule of thumb for free-field conditions from Ward and

Abhayapala (2001), which gives a limit radius r ¼ N=k.

This rule of thumb was derived by computing the error in

the spherical harmonics expansion of a plane wave for dif-

ferent orders of truncation. For N ¼ kr, the relative trunca-

tion error is 4%, i.e., –14 dB on the surface of the sphere of

radius r. While we chose to define the sweet-spot size by a

different metric, this rule of thumb has been used widely to

characterize the relationship between frequency and decom-

position order of the sound field, which is why we also refer

to it as the theoretical sweet-spot size.

In addition to our VAE consisting of a loudspeaker

array in an anechoic chamber at the Technical University of

Munich (Seeber and Clapp, 2017), other examples can be

found at the RWTH Aachen University (Pausch et al.,
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2020), the University of Auckland (Au et al., 2021), and the

Technical University of Denmark (Favrot and Buchholz,

2010).

In many recent studies, VAEs have been used as mea-

surement devices. To ensure that the acoustic evaluations

carried out using VAEs are reliable, it is crucial to evaluate

the potential errors introduced by the hardware of the VAEs

themselves and its impact on the measured quantity. This

study investigates the strict requirements of basic audiome-

try measurements under free-field conditions in a loud-

speaker array. Furthermore, it presents measured physical

accuracy of SFS methods to establish a physically verified

baseline for different SFS methods and relates them to tone-

in-noise and speech intelligibility measurements.

II. METHODS

The measurements took place in the Simulated Open

Field Environment (SOFE), set up in the anechoic chamber

at the Technical University of Munich (Seeber and Clapp,

2017). The loudspeakers were mounted on a custom 4.8 m

� 4.8 m square holding frame at a height of 1.4 m (Fig. 1).

The center point of the loudspeaker array is located at a dis-

tance of 2.4 m from the front, rear, left, and right loud-

speakers. Special care was taken to reduce reflections on the

necessary hardware inside the anechoic chamber as much as

possible. All holding frames for the loudspeakers and the

projectors were wrapped in absorbing material, even below

the net floor. Additional absorbers were mounted on all sides

of the loudspeaker enclosures, including the solid part of

their front face.

The stimuli were presented via the SOFE’s 36 horizon-

tally arranged loudspeakers (Dynaudio BM6A mkII,

Dynaudio, Skanderborg, Denmark) placed in 10� spacing.

A first measurement compares the reproduced sound

levels according to the requirements of ISO 8253-2:2009

(2009) for free-field audiometry. A second measurement

evaluates the level errors of different auralization methods

with an 8.5 cm grid across a 187 cm� 187 cm measurement

area. The auralization methods studied in this work are

HOA with the basic and the max rE decoders, VBAP, and

NLS. The HOA in phase decoder was not measured because

of previously shown high errors when reproducing a target

sound field (Murillo et al., 2014) and its distorted interaural

cues (Kuntz and Seeber, 2020).

A. Measurement following ISO 8253-2:2009—Sound
field audiometry

1. Measurement setup

The ISO 8253-2:2009 (2009) standard stipulates measur-

ing the level of the test stimulus at the reference point

(defined here as the center of the loudspeaker array) and at

four side positions, 615 cm from the reference point along

the axis of the loudspeaker and perpendicularly, forming a

cross of five measurement points. The 0� loudspeaker of the

array was used for this measurement. A single 1=2-in. class 1

measurement microphone (MM210, Microtech Gefell,

Gefell, Germany) was sequentially placed at these five posi-

tions. The integrated electronics piezo-electric (IEPE) power

was supplied by the phantom power of an RME Micstasy

analog-to-digital (A/D) converter (Audio AG, Haimhausen,

Germany) through a 48 V-to-IEPE converter (Schalltechnik

S€UD & NORD GmbH, Regensburg, Germany). The micro-

phone signal was preamplified and digitally converted by the

RME Micstasy and connected via a multichannel audio digi-

tal interface (MADI) glass fiber cable to an RME HDSPe

soundcard (Audio AG) in the measurement personal com-

puter (PC) working with a 44.1 kHz sampling frequency.

2. Stimuli

This measurement was carried out at the frequencies of

125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz, 4 kHz, and 8 kHz,

commonly used in audiology. We used sine tones,

frequency-modulated (FM) tones with a 4 Hz modulation

frequency and a 2.5% modulation depth, and one Bark wide

noise (Fastl and Zwicker, 2007) centered around the audio-

logical frequencies. Stimuli were played back without equal-

ization filters, with a level of 75 dB SPL at the reference

point. The total signal duration was 2 s, with a rise time of

50 ms. For the level analysis, the first and last 10 000 sam-

ples (�220 ms) were truncated to remove onset effects and

compensate time of arrival differences between the mea-

surement points. The recordings were bandpassed between

100 Hz and 18 kHz using a brickwall fast Fourier transform

(FFT) filter.

B. Measurement of reproduced sound fields

1. Measurement setup

To evaluate the reproduction accuracy of the different

SFS methods, a custom computer-controlled movable linear

microphone array with 231
2
-in. class 1 measurement micro-

phones (MM210, Microtech Gefell, Gefell, Germany) was

used to measure the reproduced sound field within the loud-

speaker array. The microphones were equally distributed on

a 2 m long holding bar with an outer diameter of 2 cm.

FIG. 1. (Color online) Loudspeaker array in a 10 m� 6 m� 4 m anechoic

chamber. The loudspeakers are placed on a 4.8 m� 4.8 m frame in 10� azi-

muth steps and equalized in level, delay, and phase.
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They were mounted through holes drilled into the bar, with

the diaphragm about 6.5 cm away from the holding bar. The

microphones were placed in 8.5 cm steps, resulting in a mea-

surement span of 1.87 m (Fig. 2). All microphones were

connected to a PAK measurement system (PAK mkII,

M€uller-BBM VAS GmbH, Planegg, Germany) equipped

with two ICM42 modules, which were used as a microphone

preamplifier and as a power supply for the IEPE micro-

phones. The measurement range was set to 0.1 V and an

internal gain of þ40 dBV. The monitoring outputs of the

ICM42 modules were connected to three RME Micstasy

microphone preamplifiers with A/D converters (Audio AG,

Haimhausen, Germany) running at 24-bit resolution, which

were connected via MADI glass fiber cables to an RME

HDSPe soundcard (Audio AG, Haimhausen, Germany) in

the measurement PC working with a 44.1 kHz sampling

frequency.

2. Stimuli

To measure the reproduction methods in situ in a loud-

speaker array from a psychoacoustic point of view, different

test signals were used. First, sine tones at the commonly

used audiological frequencies (125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz,

1 kHz, 2 kHz, 4 kHz, and 8 kHz) were used as a strict and

uncompromising measurement criterion and because of their

role in a wealth of classical psychoacoustic experiments,

e.g., detection experiments (Grantham, 1986). In addition to

discrete frequencies, critical-band-wide noise was used.

White noise was bandpass-filtered with a brickwall FFT fil-

ter, resulting in one Bark wide narrowband noise centered

around the audiological frequencies mentioned above. The

cutoff frequencies for these narrowband noise stimuli were

derived by adding and subtracting 0.5 Bark from the center

frequency, following the formula by Traunm€uller (1990).

All signals were 732 ms long (213 samples at a sampling fre-

quency of 44.1 kHz), including 10 ms rise and fall Gaussian

envelopes. The stimuli were generated to create a SPL of

70 dB SPL at the center of the loudspeaker array. The SPL

was calculated on a 500 ms snippet in the middle of the

732 ms recording, removing the onset and offset of the stim-

uli from the analysis.

In this work, two-dimensional (2D) sound fields are

considered. The sound field of a virtual point source located

at a radial distance of 4 m and an azimuth angle of 13� from

the center of the loudspeaker array was auralized using four

different reproduction techniques, described below. That

particular source position was chosen to fulfill several crite-

ria: (1) Its azimuth angle had to lie between loudspeakers, to

investigate the between-loudspeaker playback; (2) its dis-

tance had to differ from the physical distance of the loud-

speakers, as this is usually the case in virtual environments

[see the three environments described in van de Par et al.
(2022) for an example]; (3) its position along the y axis

should not be too far from the center to be able to show the

parallax shift from the source distance mismatch.

The reference sound field used for error computation

was defined as the theoretically computed sound field radi-

ated by the same point source at 4 m distance and 13� azi-

muth, including the time and amplitude change with

distance. The reference sound source level was set to 70 dB

SPL in the center of the loudspeaker array. Time differences

of arrival were compensated for to ensure the first wavefront

of the reference and of the reproduced stimuli reached the

center of the loudspeaker simultaneously.

3. Loudspeaker equalization

Finite-impulse response (FIR) equalization filters of

length 1024 taps (time-shifted in a 2048-tap filter) were

used during playback of the critical-band-wide noise stimuli

to compensate for each loudspeaker’s frequency and phase

response and the time difference of arrival at the center

point. The equalization filters were measured with the mid-

dle microphone of the linear microphone array, positioned

in the center of the loudspeaker array. Their frequency

response was computed on a 23 ms windowed impulse

response, short enough to discard the strongest reflections

coming from the loudspeakers on the opposite side of the

array.

To equalize the loudspeakers for sine tone measure-

ment, separate equalization filters for discrete frequencies

were computed by measuring the amplitude and phase of

each tone in the steady state, which was compensated by

scaling and resampling a sinc pulse.

C. Sound field reproduction techniques

1. NLS

For the NLS method, the source signal was played from

the loudspeaker with the smallest azimuthal difference to

the sound source. For the test source at 13�, this corresponds

to the loudspeaker at 10� in the current sound field
FIG. 2. (Color online) Horizontally arranged loudspeakers. The shaded area

indicates the 23� 23 grid span covered by the movable microphone array.
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reproduction environment. The resulting mapping error of

3� is slightly larger than the expected average mapping error

of 2.5� for uniformly distributed sound sources with a 10�

loudspeaker spacing.

2. VBAP

The VBAP method (Pulkki, 1997) uses the two loud-

speakers closest to the virtual sound source (except when the

virtual sound source shares its position with a loudspeaker, in

which case only the relevant loudspeaker is used). The unit

vectors L1 and L2 point toward the two loudspeakers, and the

unit vector p points toward the virtual source. It can be consid-

ered as a linear combination of the loudspeaker vectors

(Pulkki, 1997): p ¼ g1L1 þ g2L2, with g1 and g2 being the

loudspeaker gains. Solving the equation gives

g1; g2½ � ¼ pT L1;L2½ ��1: (1)

The loudspeaker gains were then normalized according

to Eq. (2) (Pulkki, 1997),

gnorm ¼
gX
i
g2

i

: (2)

3. HOA

In the HOA method, the sound field is decomposed into a

set of circular harmonics coefficient signals, which describe

the directional information in the sound field. This is typically

accomplished by representing any source signal by the set of

signals that would be picked up by circular harmonic micro-

phone directivities. The Ambisonics order N refers to the order

of the circular harmonics decomposition. In this work, we use

an Ambisonics order of N ¼ 17. For a single sound source

sðtÞ, located at the azimuth angle uS, this is done by multiply-

ing the encoding vector (Daniel, 2001),

y uSð Þ ¼ 1;
ffiffiffi
2
p

cos uSð Þ;
ffiffiffi
2
p

sin uSð Þ; …;
h

ffiffiffi
2
p

cos NuSð Þ;
ffiffiffi
2
p

sin NuSð Þ
iT
; (3)

with the source signal s tð Þ, yielding the circular harmonics

signals v tð Þ ¼ y uSð Þ � s tð Þ. This format can be used to

reproduce the sound field with various loudspeaker setups,

which is done in a subsequent decoding stage. The circular

harmonic functions are sampled at the loudspeaker positions

to compute the loudspeaker gains by multiplying the circular

harmonics signals v tð Þ with a decoding matrix D ¼ ð1=LÞ
� y uLS;1ð Þ;…; y uLS;Lð Þ½ �T . L represents the number of loud-

speakers and uLS their respective azimuth angle. Combining

encoding and decoding yields the loudspeaker signals

SLS;basic ¼ D� v tð Þ: (4)

This approach is referred to as the sampling or the basic
decoder. Another popular decoder is the so-called max rE

decoder, designed to maximize the energy vector ~rE of the

reproduced sound field (Gerzon, 1992). The energy vector is

considered a predictor for sound localization at higher fre-

quencies. The computation of its loudspeaker signals differs

from the basic decoder through an added order-dependent

weighting matrix W ¼ diag w0; w1; w1;…;wN;wNð Þ, where

wn ¼ cosðnp=ð2ðN þ 1ÞÞÞ, leading to the loudspeaker

signals

SLS;maxre ¼ D�W� v tð Þ: (5)

D. Measurement procedure

After the equalization process was finished, the array

was moved from –0.935 m to þ0.935 m in the x-direction

(see Fig. 2), relative to the center of the loudspeaker array,

in 8.5 cm steps using two stepper motors (PD42-x-1240,

TRINAMIC Motion Control GmbH & Co. KG, Hamburg,

Germany) mounted on gear tracks. This results in 529 mea-

surement positions arranged in a 23� 23 measurement point

grid with a spatial resolution of 8.5 cm, leading to an

approximate spatial aliasing frequency of 2 kHz. A scale

drawing of the loudspeaker array and the measurement area

is shown in Fig. 2. At each position of the movable array, all

seven frequency conditions, two stimuli conditions, and four

reproduction methods were recorded with the linear micro-

phone array. After the recordings were finished, the micro-

phone array was automatically moved to the next

measurement position.

E. Simulation setup

We implemented a numerical simulation to compute

the reference sound field and an ideal baseline of the differ-

ent SFS techniques. The loudspeakers were simulated as

perfect point sources. Loudspeaker directivity, residual devi-

ations after a non-ideal loudspeaker equalization (see Sec.

II B 3), and reflections on the equipment were not consid-

ered. The simulated impulse responses were then convolved

with each individual stimulus. Like in the measurement,

onset and offset were windowed out to ensure steady-state

behavior and avoid introducing level differences due to dif-

ferences in time of arrival between loudspeakers and mea-

surement points. The simulation results are used as a

reference to derive the errors in the measured sound fields.

III. RESULTS

A. Measurement following ISO 8253-2:2009—Sound
field audiometry

The measured SPL difference between each of the four

side positions and the reference point in the center is shown

in Fig. 3. At 500 Hz, all measured levels appear shifted

upward, with the level for the front position exceeding the

1 dB limit for sine and FM tones. At 1 kHz, all side positions

except the front show levels below the �1 dB line. At

2 kHz, levels appear shifted downward, and the back posi-

tion is the only one strictly meeting the requirements for the
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sine tone, while it is the only position falling outside of the

requirements for the FM tones. At 4 kHz, the level at the back

position is too low for the FM tones. The ISO 8253-2:2009

(2009) standard requires a difference of less than 61 dB for

all stimuli for frequencies up to 4 kHz and 62 dB above. The

requirements are met for critical-band-wide noise for all mea-

sured frequencies. The sine tones meet the requirements for

125 Hz, 250 Hz, 4 kHz, and 8 kHz, the FM tones for 125 Hz,

250 Hz, and 8 kHz. A second requirement by ISO 8253-

2:2009 (2009) is that the difference between the left and right

measurement positions does not exceed 3 dB for frequencies

of 4 kHz and above, which is met by all stimuli. The final

requirement is that the difference in measured level between

front and back positions does not deviate from the theoreti-

cally expected value due to the 1/r distance law by more than

61 dB for any stimulus. For the loudspeaker distance of 2.4 m

to the reference point, the difference between front and back

measurement points should be 1.09 6 1 dB. Here, most stimuli

comply with the requirements, except sine tones at 1 and

2 kHz and FM tones at 1 kHz.

B. Measurement of reproduced sound fields

1. SPLs

Figure 4 shows the measured SPL over the measure-

ment grid. For both stimuli, the target level of 70 dB SPL

at the center of the loudspeaker array is reached within

1 dB for NLS, HOA basic, and HOA max rE. VBAP

shows a level of around 72.7 dB. VBAP and HOA max rE

show quick level drops toward the side, perpendicularly

to the 13� wavefront direction, reaching levels consis-

tently 4 dB below the level at the center at 60 and 50 cm

distance from the center, respectively. This is not the case

with NLS and HOA basic, where the SPLs are almost

constant laterally.

The amplitude decay with distance observed in a theo-

retical point source (represented in light gray lines in Fig. 4)

can also be observed for the reproduced sound fields, but to

a lower extent. Along the 13� axis, the level of the reference

sound field decays by 10 dB over the whole reproduction

area. VBAP, NLS, and HOA max rE show a decay of 7 dB,

HOA basic 8 dB.

The measured SPL for the sine tone (top row) shows

some interference patterns, where the measured level locally

deviates from the surrounding values by up to 2 dB. This

effect is much reduced for the critical-band-wide noise, sim-

ply because of its wider bandwidth.

2. SPL errors

Figure 5 shows the absolute error in SPL, computed as

the level difference between the measured sound fields and

FIG. 3. (Color online) Results of ISO-style measurements. The difference

between each of the four side positions and the center is plotted. Marker shapes

distinguish the different stimuli: Blue circles show the results for sine tones,

orange plus signs for FM tones, and green crosses the Bark wide noise. The dot-

ted line indicates the tolerance defined in ISO 8253-2:2009 (2009).

FIG. 4. (Color online) Measured SPL at 1 kHz measured with a sine tone (top row) and a critical-band-wide noise (bottom row) for the auralization of a

point source at 4 m distance and 13� azimuth. The reproduction methods are NLS (left column), HOA with the basic decoder (second column), HOA with

max rE decoding (third column), and VBAP (right column). The light gray lines indicate the reference SPL contours in 1 dB steps.
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the reference sound field at 1 kHz. For the reproduction of a

sine tone with NLS, the error is <1 dB (gray coded) and

<2 dB (light red) at most measurement points around the array

center for critical-band-wide noise. Striking are mostly individ-

ual measurement points where error increases to about 4 dB.

This behavior is similar for HOA basic, although local error

maxima appear reduced and further away from the center of

the loudspeaker array. HOA max rE shows even less individual

variability but exhibits errors above 4 dB over a good part of

the measurement area, providing a fairly narrow band of cor-

rect reproduction. The same trend is also visible with VBAP,

except for the level offset of 2–3 dB at the center.

Looking at the critical-band-wide noise, the error for

NLS is below 1 dB in a large part and generally <2 dB in

the whole measurement zone. For HOA basic, the center

area shows similarly low errors <1 dB, but errors increase

to more than 3 dB at the edge of the measured area. For

HOA max rE, the error is already above 4 dB when moving

50 cm to the side but stays below 2 dB on-axis. A similar

behavior is observed for VBAP, again with an offset in the

error. The absolute error in the center is between 2 and 3 dB,

going down to below 1 dB around 40 cm to the side of the

center, before going up strongly to the sides. The error on-

axis is between 1 and 4 dB.

The sine tone reproduction yields higher errors and

more local variations than the critical-band-wide noise.

Since the general error patterns of the simulated and mea-

sured tone reproductions are similar, we attribute the ran-

dom deviations observed, particularly in the sine tone

measurement, to the reproduction setup, as they do not

appear as such in the simulation. More specifically, they are

due to interferences between the direct sound and reflec-

tions, which can vary strongly across positions. The loud-

speaker directivity does not explain these fluctuations, as

discussed in Sec. IV C 3. The general distribution of the

errors reflects the individual reproduction techniques, which

is why we limit the rest of this work to the measured data.

3. Radial distribution of SPL errors

For VBAP and HOA max rE, a listener moving away

from the center notices two trends, depending on the direc-

tion in which they are moving. Going toward or away from

the sound source location, SPL errors are lower than for a

movement perpendicular to the virtual source direction,

where the errors due to interferences between neighboring

loudspeakers appear. This trend is different for HOA basic,

where errors are relatively independent of direction relative

FIG. 5. (Color online) Absolute error of SPL at 1 kHz measured with a sine tone (top row), a critical-band-wide noise (middle row), and for the simulated

reproduction of a sine tone (bottom row), for the auralization of a point source at 4 m distance and 13� azimuth. The reproduction methods are as presented

in Fig. 4. The error is computed relative to the theoretical SPL of a point source at 4 m distance and 13� azimuth.
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to the sound source, and for NLS, where side-to-side move-

ments show lower errors than front-back movements. In

more realistic environments, sources and reflections sur-

round the listener, making a source direction-dependent

description of a sweet-spot difficult. Hence, we opt for a

source direction-independent description of the reproduction

error. To compare different SFS methods, we computed the

mean value of the absolute SPL error for all measurement

positions at the same distance from the center of the loud-

speaker array, deriving a metric only dependent on the lis-

tener’s distance from the center of the loudspeaker array.

We chose this metric since the absolute SPL error is sensi-

tive to destructive interference, which is easily heard and

very annoying. Figures 6 and 7 summarize these results for

sine tones and critical-band-wide noise, respectively.

The mean absolute SPL errors for both HOA methods

increase with higher distance from the center of the loud-

speaker array, as expected for Ambisonic synthesis. This

increase in error is especially pronounced at higher frequen-

cies. The error for the NLS method also increases, but at a

lower rate than the HOA methods. VBAP shows a less

prominent error increase with distance, for some conditions

FIG. 6. (Color online) Mean absolute error (MAE) of the measured sine tone SPL. MAEs are computed relative to the theoretical sound field of a point source

at 4 m and 13� azimuth and across measurement positions at equal distance from the center of the loudspeaker array. Different lines indicate the different sound

field reproduction methods. Different panels show the results for the audiometric frequencies; the vertical dashed black line shows the sweet-spot radius

r ¼ N=k at the given frequency. Note that for frequencies below 1 kHz, the sweet-spot radius is larger than 1.30 m and does not appear on the plot.

FIG. 7. (Color online) MAE of the measured critical-band-wide noise SPL, presented as in Fig. 6.
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showing a rather constant azimuthally averaged error,

although starting from a higher value.

For frequencies of 500 Hz and above, HOA max rE

shows the highest errors, both for sine tones (Fig. 6) and

critical-band-wide noise (Fig. 7), while NLS performs best.

The difference between HOA basic and VBAP is less appar-

ent and depends on the distance from the center of the array.

There is a tendency for VBAP to show lower errors than

HOA basic for distances above 1 m. When comparing the

measured SPL errors for sine tones and critical-band-wide

noise (Figs. 6 and 7), the errors are larger for sine tones,

which is especially visible for higher frequencies. One

exception to this trend is the HOA max rE method at 500 Hz,

where the errors are slightly larger for critical-band-wide

noise. The measured sine tone errors also exhibit a more

chaotic course than those for critical-band-wide noise.

In the center of the loudspeaker array, at which loud-

speakers have been equalized, the SPL error is ideally

expected to be zero for both HOA methods and NLS and

3 dB for VBAP (further discussed in Sec. IV C 4). For sine

tones, the errors are very close to 0 dB for frequencies below

4 kHz. At 4 kHz, HOA max rE gives an error of 0.8 dB in the

center, and HOA basic 1.2 dB. At 8 kHz, the error for HOA

basic goes up to 2 dB, while HOA max rE drops back to

0 dB. The errors are higher for critical-band-wide noise,

with HOA max rE reaching 1.7 dB at 250 Hz, NLS 1.6 dB at

4 kHz, and HOA basic 1.4 dB at 500 Hz. VBAP deviates

from the expected 3 dB by up to 1.4 dB for a sine tone and

2.2 dB for critical-band-wide noise, both at 4 kHz.

The measured sweet-spot size, which we defined here

as the radius for which the azimuthally averaged errors are

below 2 dB, depends on frequency, reproduction method,

and source stimulus. Figures 6 and 7 show that the sweet-

spot size r � N=k needs to be halved to give a good approxi-

mation of the measured sweet-spot size. For example, the

theoretical sweet-spot radius at 1 kHz is r ¼ N=k ¼ 0.93 m.

The measured sweet-spot for a sine tone at 1 kHz lies at

0.4 m for HOA max rE, 0.6 m for HOA basic, and 0.5 m for

NLS. For a critical-band-wide noise around 1 kHz, it lies at

0.4 m for HOA max rE, 0.9 m for HOA basic, and beyond

the maximal measurement distance of 1.3 m for NLS. In the

case of VBAP, the sweet-spot size cannot be estimated that

way, as the level errors in the center already surpass 2 dB.

However, the general SPL shape is quite close to HOA max
rE, indicating that their sweet-spots would be of similar sizes

if the VBAP level offset in the center was normalized out or

corrected for. Conversely, a target radius of 0.5 m corre-

sponds to an upper frequency bound of around 800 Hz for

tones and 400 Hz for critical-band-wide noise with HOA

max rE, 1.2 kHz for tones and 2 kHz for critical-band-wide

noise with HOA basic, and 1 kHz for tones and above 8 kHz

for critical-band-wide noise with NLS.

IV. DISCUSSION

The evaluation presented above assesses the accuracy

of sound reproduction over the 36 horizontal loudspeakers

of a 61-channel array in an anechoic chamber. The first mea-

surement investigated accuracy for free-field audiology

according to ISO 8253-2:2009 (2009) with pure tones, FM

tones, and critical-band-wide noise. In a second measure-

ment, the sound field generated by four SFS methods was

measured every 8.5 cm across a 187 cm� 187 cm wide area

with tones and critical-band-wide noise at audiometric fre-

quencies between 125 Hz and 8 kHz. Considering a 2 dB

error as the limit for a sweet-spot, we found the measured

sweet-spot to be about half as large as the r � N=k approxi-

mation. We found that NLS delivers the largest sweet-spot,

followed by HOA basic, while the error quickly increases

away from the center for HOA max rE and VBAP. The fac-

tors affecting the reproduced sound field, the differences

between the SFS methods, and the effect of stimuli are dis-

cussed next.

A. ISO requirements

Figure 3 shows that the requirements published in ISO

8253-2:2009 (2009) are met for critical-band-wide noise,

while sine tones and FM tones fall outside of the tolerated

range for frequencies of 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz and 500,

1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz, respectively. The deviations

observed for the narrowband stimuli can be attributed to

destructive interferences and reflections on the loudspeaker

array, as discussed in Sec. IV B. Because of their high sus-

ceptibility to large sound pressure variations, the use of sine

tones for audiometric measurements is not recommended

(Dillon and Walker, 1982). While the requirements are,

strictly speaking, not met, the highest variation in level

observed was 3.1 dB, which is lower than the 5 dB steps

with which hearing thresholds are usually measured and was

shown to be clinically insignificant (British Society of

Audiology, 2019). These values are also close to the stan-

dard deviation in the frequency response of commonly used

headphones measured on an artificial head by Hirahara

(2004), indicating no loss of precision compared to

headphone-based audiometry. We can conclude that mea-

surements with tonal stimuli are accurate to 3 dB, and in

most cases much more accurate. In contrast, local level

errors average out as soon as stimulus bandwidth increases,

to achieve an accuracy better than 1 dB for the energy of

noise within a critical band. The MAEs across side positions

and frequencies are 0.9 dB for sine tones, 0.6 dB for FM

tones, and 0.4 dB for critical-band-wide noise.

B. Accuracy of sound field reproduction techniques

When comparing the mean absolute SPL error of the

reproduced sound field across distance from the center

(Figs. 6 and 7), we observe that the errors for sine tones are

higher and show more variation than the errors for critical-

band-wide noise, especially at higher frequencies and higher

distances from the center of the loudspeaker array. This

behavior was expected, since level deviations are more pro-

nounced due to the narrowband nature of tones, whereas

they average out for critical-band-wide noise.
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In general, the mean absolute SPL errors start to

increase before the r ¼ N=k sweet-spot radius is reached,

showing that the ideal performance of a HOA reproduction

could not be met in real loudspeaker arrays. Notably, the

error increase happens at a substantially smaller distance

from the theoretical r � N=k sweet-spot radius, at about half

the distance from the center. Murillo et al. (2014) measured

the level error for 3D, fifth-order HOA basic and HOA max
rE. While they used fifth-order HOA in 3D, vs the 2D 17th-

order HOA used in this study, we can still compare the

errors inside the sweet-spot across measurements. Observed

SPLs deviate inside the sweet-spot up to 3 dB for tones at

250 Hz, 5 dB at 1 kHz, and 4 dB at 2 kHz for HOA basic and

up to 4 dB at 250 Hz, 5 dB at 1 kHz, and 5 dB at 2 kHz for

HOA max rE. Note that the color bars in their plots do not

depict errors beyond 65 dB. We observe MAEs below 2 dB

inside the sweet-spot for a 250 Hz tone and comparable

errors around 4 dB for 1 and 2 kHz tones (Fig. 6).

The size and shape of the zones where the sound field

reproduction resembles that of a point source vary strongly

across decoders (Fig. 4). Interestingly, the HOA basic
decoder performs similarly to the NLS method. This can be

explained by the dominance of the loudspeaker at 10� in the

HOA basic method (7 and 13 dB above the neighboring

loudspeakers), which is also used for the NLS method. The

remaining loudspeakers help to shape the sound field and

reduce the errors close to the center of the loudspeaker

array, but their influence is too little to compensate for the

larger errors at specific points introduced by the dominant

loudspeaker (e.g., high reproduction error at

x; y½ � ¼ ½�0:2; 0:2�Þ.
The HOA max rE method leads to the highest sound

field reproduction errors, which is contrary to previous stud-

ies, both for measured and simulated results (Murillo et al.,
2014; Otani and Shigetani, 2019), and goes against the label

“high-frequency decoder” often seen in the literature (e.g.,

Gerzon, 1992; Daniel, 2001). This can be explained by

stronger destructive interferences between the loudspeakers.

The max rE weighting increases the directional spread across

the loudspeaker gains, reducing the level differences

between the loudspeakers with the highest playback level to

only 4 dB, thereby increasing destructive interferences. In

non-anechoic environments, where destructive interferences

are reduced due to room reverberation, max rE was found to

improve localization at off-center positions (Frank et al.,
2008) and reduce coloration fluctuation for moving sources

(Zotter and Frank, 2019).

The lowest errors are achieved using the NLS method

(Figs. 6 and 7), followed by the HOA basic method. For the

HOA basic method, the large level differences between the

dominant loudspeaker and the others lead to a reduced

impact of the other loudspeakers, leading to a smaller error

in SPL where destructive interferences occur. This explains

why the methods that yield higher level differences between

the dominant loudspeaker and the others (HOA basic and

NLS) perform better for greater distances to the center of

the loudspeaker array. Zotter et al. (2023) recently

employed this effect by purposefully introducing amplitude

differences in neighboring loudspeakers to reduce comb fil-

tering in anechoic conditions. Overall, there seems to be a

trade-off between reducing the local variations in the sound

field and minimizing interferences between loudspeaker sig-

nals and various reflections on the hardware.

C. Reproduction errors due to hardware setup

1. Mismatch between virtual and physical sound
source distance

The unequal repartition of the level error around a circle

of a given radius in the reproduction zone was expected

since the virtual source was intentionally placed at a dis-

tance of 4 m but was played back with physical sound sour-

ces about 2.4 m away (most of the energy was radiated by

loudspeakers at 0�, 10�, and 20�). This leads to a mismatch

according to the 1/r-law, where the distance decay of the

reproduced sound field is stronger than the one expected

from the virtual source since the virtual source is located

further away. This does not affect the level in the center,

where the loudspeakers are calibrated and the SPL is refer-

enced to, but leads to different level changes as participants

move toward or away from the virtual sound source. This

mismatch appears for all reproduction methods studied here,

every HOA-based reproduction method, VBAP, and NLS.

One approach to decrease this effect is using NFC-HOA

(Daniel, 2003), which accounts for the distance difference

between loudspeakers and virtual sources. One of the draw-

backs of this method is the filter implementation, which

requires a precise low-frequency response, which is difficult

for a real-time FIR-based acoustic simulation and rendering

setup (Ahrens, 2012).

2. Destructive interferences

Any time two or more sources play coherent signals,

interference patterns can appear and create deep, narrow

notches in the frequency spectrum. When using equalized

loudspeakers that are driven with opposite phase signals (as

is the case with HOA basic and HOA max rE decoders),

destructive interferences easily appear. When considering a

measurement point not in the center of the loudspeaker

array, the time of arrival differences between loudspeaker

signals create a phase difference. The amount of comb filter-

ing depends on the amplitude and the phase of the different

loudspeaker signals. The resulting series of wavefronts can

be understood as a dominant sound (coming from the loud-

speaker with the highest playback level) and a series of lead-

ing or lagging reflections. Figure 8 shows the SPL change

induced by adding a single reflection to a tone. Even low rel-

ative levels are enough to induce a substantial change: For

instance, a reflection of –19 dB at 180� phase shift is already

enough to reduce the level of the dominant sound by 1 dB,

and a reflection of �18 dB in phase raises the level of the

dominant sound by 1 dB. While predicting the effect of sev-

eral reflections on the overall level is more difficult, their

effect is at least as important as for a single reflection.
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Unlike level errors, which can at least be compensated for

on average, minimizing phase errors and, thus, interferences

over a wider area is more difficult.

Destructive interferences also occur due to reflections

on the loudspeakers themselves. While great care was taken

to place absorbers on loudspeaker baffles and suspensions,

the reflections cannot be completely absorbed. Furthermore,

the symmetrical arrangement of the loudspeakers can cause

stronger interferences at the center point, since reflections

from opposite sides of the loudspeaker array arrive in phase

there and add up. This effect is visible in the ISO-style mea-

surement (Fig. 3), particularly for sine and FM tones at

1 kHz, where the center and front measurement point levels

are about 2 dB higher than the back, left, and right measure-

ment point levels. Here, again, the addition of several reflec-

tions can amplify their effect. Pausch et al. (2020) give a

good example by comparing the frequency response of an

equalized loudspeaker measured in a hemi-anechoic cham-

ber with its frequency response measured in the SCaLAr

loudspeaker array. They observed deviations for frequencies

above 300 Hz, with narrowband deviations of up to 6 dB.

3. Loudspeaker directivity

Another error source is the directivity pattern of the

loudspeakers. Deviations from the on-axis response are

especially pronounced at high frequencies. In our measure-

ment setup, the highest angle deviation from the loud-

speaker axis is 33�, reached for the top-left corner position

of the measurement area and the loudspeaker at 0�. For this

angle, directivity measurements of the loudspeakers show a

drop of 4–5 dB around 8 kHz. Simulations show that even

for 8 kHz, the SPL deviations from an ideal loudspeaker

simulation are below 1 dB for radii of up to 50 cm for all

SFS methods when considering critical-band-wide noise.

NLS and VBAP show the same deviations for sine tones,

but the HOA basic and HOA max rE methods show devia-

tions slightly above 1 dB at individual measurement points.

At the corner of the measurement setup, the deviations

increase to 4 dB.

These small deviations in most of the measured area let

us conclude that while the loudspeaker directivity does have

an effect that should not be ignored for strongly off-center

positions, their effect closer to the center is very low and is

likely to be insignificant compared to the errors introduced

by SFS methods and unwanted reflections inside the VAE.

4. Loudspeaker equalization

The reproduction methods used for this measurement

are based on different assumptions. While HOA assumes

phase coherent loudspeakers and normalizes the sum of the

amplitude of the loudspeaker signals to achieve the target

level, VBAP uses a power normalization to compute the

loudspeaker gains (Pulkki, 1997). This results in a theoreti-

cal 3 dB error for VBAP at the center of the loudspeaker

array. For sine tones, the level error in the center is about

2 dB, even at higher frequencies (Fig. 6). The error is also

around 2 dB for critical-band-wide noise, except for 250 Hz

and 4 kHz. For the other decoders, where an error of 0 dB

was expected at the center, the sine tone reproduction yields

good results, except for the HOA basic method above 4 kHz

and the HOA max rE method at 4 kHz.

In the case of the critical-band-wide stimulus, there are

some residual errors in the center, up to 1.6 dB for HOA

basic and NLS at 4 kHz and 2 dB for the HOA max rE

method. This shows that the loudspeaker equalization based

on short 1024-tap FIR filters was not sufficient to ensure

perfect phase alignment and amplitude compensation

between the loudspeakers for narrowband stimuli such as

critical-band-wide noise, which is about as narrow at low

frequencies as an FFT-bin of the used filter.

D. The use of SFS for psychoacoustic research

1. Common psychoacoustic experiments

When running tone-in-noise detection experiments,

both the SPL of the target and of the masker directly influ-

ence the measured thresholds. As shown in Fig. 5, the level

errors for tones and noise are different, even when centered

at the same frequency. When taking the difference of the

levels of tones and critical-band-wide noise, a threshold esti-

mation error can be defined. Considering a 1 kHz tone and

the smallest sweet-spot estimation of 40 cm, the deviation

lies between �1.1 and 3.4 dB for NLS, between �1.2 and

3.0 dB for HOA basic, between –1.6 and 1.7 dB for HOA

max rE, and between –2.0 and 1.0 dB for VBAP. In short,

the accuracy for determining the tone-in-noise ratio is better

than 3 dB, in most situations better than 2 dB. If participants

are not at a fixed position, but within the sweet-spot area,

we can—due to the symmetry of the errors—expect that

these errors average out, but more trials will be needed to

determine a stable threshold.

According to the profile analysis theory (Green, 1983),

intensity discrimination is performed by comparing spectral

intensity differences between critical bands across trials,

rather than by directly comparing intensities of the relevant

critical band across frequencies. If the listener stays in the

same position for a single stimulus, the frequency spectrum

does not change, and discrimination performance should not

be affected.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Level difference introduced by adding a reflection

with a different phase and level to a tone. Contour lines are drawn in 1 dB

steps, the thicker dashed line showing 0 dB.
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On the one hand, it is difficult to quantify the influence

of spectral changes on speech reception thresholds, as intel-

ligibility is based on integration across auditory filters and

strongly benefits from binaural unmasking. On the other

hand, results show that reproduced critical-band levels are

very stable for all reproduction methods. Since the intelligi-

bility of speech is derived from a wideband signal, the aver-

age reproduced speech level will be even more immune to

local spectral deviations than critical-band-wide signals. A

simulation by Kuntz and Seeber (2023) also shows that the

binaural benefit to speech intelligibility modeled following

Jelfs et al. (2011) is generally reproducible in the SOFE

loudspeaker array, with errors below 1 dB in a radius of 1 m.

Considering measurement errors of 1–2 dB around the cen-

ter when using HOA basic or NLS, we can conclude that the

speech intelligibility error is small and can be expected to

be 1–2 dB. This is also supported by the findings of Hl�adek

et al. (2021), who showed that speech intelligibility mea-

sures from binaural recordings played back over headphones

match those measured from the modeled environment and

reproduced over the SOFE loudspeaker array with less than

2 dB deviation.

2. Listener movement

In many psychoacoustic experiments in the free field,

the participants sit or stand in one place inside the repro-

duced sound field. Since the participants are static, the level

errors they experience should be low, although some sub-

jects would hold their head up more than others, leading to

position shifts of 10–20 cm. Head rotations also introduce a

translation of the ear positions of around 10 cm, depending

on rotation angle and head size. Figure 9 shows the SPL gra-

dient at each measurement point, computed from adjacent

measurement points and related to a value in dB per 10 cm

translation, representing the expected level change for head

turns or slight translations. When reproducing tones with

NLS, the gradient around the center is about 1 dB larger

than for the other reproduction methods, for which it can

reach 3 dB. The picture is inverted when reproducing criti-

cal-band-wide noise: Local variations drop below 1 dB for

NLS but remain up to 2 dB for the other methods. This indi-

cates a larger impact of acoustic reflections on NLS than on

the other methods, while NLS on its own yields lower errors

for small translations. Overall results show that the consid-

ered methods are reasonably robust against head turns for

static participants, especially for broadband stimuli.

When allowing the listener to move freely inside the

loudspeaker array, the movement introduces position-

dependent spectral changes, also perceived as timbre

changes, as the reproduction accuracy at a given point is

frequency-dependent. Since the gradient of SPL remains

low around the center, slow movements should also not

affect psychoacoustic research with all but tonal stimuli.

Changes in critical-band level are very small and below the

just noticeable level difference (<1 dB/10 cm; Fig. 9, bot-

tom row), i.e., the critical-band level remains mostly con-

stant. Only when the subject moves 0.5 m from the center,

SPL errors increase substantially and should become critical

for psychoacoustic research.

V. CONCLUSION

This work investigated the practically achievable SPL

accuracy for free-field sound reproduction via a loudspeaker

array in an anechoic chamber. More particularly, it discusses

the effect of sound reflections and imperfections that

cannot be avoided in physical reproduction setups on the

accuracy of SFS methods. A first measurement verified the

requirements for free-field audiometry as stated in the ISO

FIG. 9. (Color online) Gradient of the measured SPL for a sine tone (top row) and critical-band-wide noise (bottom row) at 1 kHz, reproduced with different

auralization methods.
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8253–2:2009 (2009) standard. We found that the loud-

speaker array of the SOFE is suitable for free-field audiome-

try via the frontal loudspeaker for critical-band-wide noise

with errors <1 dB at all audiometric frequencies. Pure tones

fall outside the 1 dB-error requirement for frequencies of

500 Hz, 1 kHz, and 2 kHz, but the deviation remains below

2 dB, except for 1 kHz, where it is up to 3 dB. For FM tones,

the level falls outside the tolerated 1 dB range between

500 Hz and 4 kHz but remains <2 dB at all frequencies.

Since the deviations observed are much smaller than those

tolerated in clinical settings and within the error range of

common psychometric methods and headphone frequency

responses, basic audiology measurements are, in practice,

feasible in this particular VAE. Furthermore, our results

raise the question whether the requirements defined by ISO

8253–2:2009 (2009) might be too strict to be applied in

VAEs with many loudspeakers.

When reproducing sound fields over a wide spatial area,

level differences between the target sound field and the mea-

sured reproduced sound field are smallest for NLS and HOA

using the basic decoder. In general, the r ¼ N=k theoretical

sweet-spot size needs to be halved to yield a good estimate of

the measured sweet-spot size. We found that the HOA with

max rE weighting performed the worst in anechoic conditions,

which goes against its description as a decoding method best

suited for high frequencies. This is due to a reduced level dif-

ference between adjacent loudspeakers, creating stronger

destructive interferences.

When deviating from the center, the overall SPL error is

dominated by the reproduction technique. We showed that the

directivity of the loudspeaker only affects the sound field for

larger distances from the center. While local variations in the

sound field can be attributed to the interferences of unwanted

reflections in the VAE, the general distribution of the errors is

determined by the sound field reproduction method used.

Using HOA with the basic decoder up to 2 kHz and the

NLS above 2 kHz seems like a good option to reduce level

errors at high frequencies and remedy the shortcomings of

Ambisonics at high frequencies, while providing a more

accurate, direction-dependent sound field at low

frequencies.

Overall, measurements demonstrate that the theoretical

r ¼ N=k sweet-spot size should be halved to give a realistic

prediction of a measured sweet-spot. For instance, level

errors below 2 dB can be achieved in a sweet-spot of 50 cm

radius in each critical band of broadband sounds by using

HOA with the basic decoder for frequencies up to 2 kHz and

NLS above that. These low errors, coupled with a low spa-

tial rate of level change, recommend the SOFE VAE for

psychoacoustic measurements.
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